
 

 SUMMARY OF THE MLCC MARKET AS OF ARIL 2018  
 

KNOWN CONSTRAINED MLCC PARTS AND SUPPLIERS 
 

 
 
AVX 
Commercial and Automotive Ceramic Capacitors 
Select values in 0201 thru 1812 case sizes  
Low CV and High CV in X5R, X7R, X7S and Y5V dielectrics  
 
KEMET 
Commercial, Flexible Termination and Automotive Ceramic Capacitors 
Series Cxxxx, select values in 0201 thru 2220 case sizes  
Low CV, High CV and High Voltage, all dielectrics  
 
Murata 
GR* and ZR* Series Monolithic Ceramic Capacitors 
Select values in 0402, 0603, 0805 and 1206 and up case sizes  
R, X5R, X7R, X7S and X6S dielectrics  
Capacitance values ≥1uF and voltage less than 100V  
 
Commercial and Automotive Ceramic Capacitors  
GC*, GRM and ZR series  
Select values in 0201 thru 1825 case sizes  
Low CV and High CV all dielectrics  
 
TDK  
Commercial and Automotive Ceramic Capacitors  
Series Cxxxx and CGA  
Select values in 0201 thru 2220 case sizes  
Low CV and High CV in all dielectrics  
 
Yageo 
Commercial Ceramic Capacitors  
Series CCxxxx  
Select values in 0201 thru 2220 case sizes  
Low CV and High CV in C0G, X5R, X7R and Y5V dielectrics 
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SUMMARY OF CAUSE 

 

 
Dramatically Increased Electronic Content  

There has been an electrification surge building for the past few years as more electronic 
functionality is added to many devices. The automotive industry in particular is a prime example 
with the electronic content in new cars growing +10% per year. Advanced driver assist, backup 
cameras, infotainment, self-driving and a general move toward all-electric drive will dramatically 
amplify that trend in the near term. Smart phones and ultra-high definition televisions and 
displays use a dramatically increasing number of MLCCs.  
 
Simultaneous Demand Increase Across Market Segments of the Electronics Industry  

This is an unusual time in the electronics distribution industry as we are seeing growth in most 
segments of the market – automotive, industrial, military-aerospace, and telecom. Demand for 
many components, not just MLCC, has quickly soaked up much or all of the unused component 
manufacturing capacity.  
 
Suppliers’ Reluctance to Add Capacity  

The usage of chip resistors and MLCC capacitors has increased every year while resales have 
dropped at the same or faster rate. Most manufacturers are adding capacity but are focusing 
this capacity on segments with reasonable returns which means they are not focused on the 
commercial, general use segments. The economics of the market do not support the level of 
capacity investment that the market is accustomed to relative to commodity MLCC products. In 
the past, the supply base has always overshot demand with their capacity additions, 
perpetuating a strong buyers’ market and on-going piece price deflation. As a result, suppliers 
are adding capacity in a more measured, balanced way. Capacity is being added now in a 
closer alignment with demand (growing 12%-15% per year and the industry capacity going up 
10%-25% per year). It is just not enough to close the gap that has been created over the last 12 
to 18 months and it could take a couple of years to level out.  
 
Suppliers’ Decisions to Cease Production  

Some suppliers have chosen to exit some of the legacy commodity products completely and 
shift that capacity to smaller, more economical case sizes. Most notable of these are leading 
Japanese chip capacitor and resistor manufacturers.  
ACTIONS BEING TAKEN TO MANAGE THE SITUATION  
Implementation of Product Allocation and Limiting of New Orders  

TTI is being allowed to purchase in levels equivalent to our 2016, and in some cases our 2017 
order volumes. As many of our customers are seeing growth in their business, we are finding 
that even with our aggressive and early buying, we will not be able to handle all upside business 
and in many cases, we regret that we will not be able to accept even existing customer orders 
for quantities greater than their historical usage.  
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Increasing Manufacturing Capacity  

Unlike past cycles, the suppliers have been conservative in adding new capacity for many of the 
highly constrained parts. Many have started the execution of plans to increase capacity but the 
increases range from 10% to 30%. We do not believe that even at the 30% increase that there 
will be enough parts to satisfy all of the demand. There are also extended lead times (2X) on the 
manufacturing equipment required for new capacity as the equipment suppliers are both limited 
and oversold. We do not expect to see any meaningful new capacity in the market until very late 
this year into early 2019, and the balance of what is coming may not materialize until the end of 
2019.  
 
Increasing Distributor Buy Prices  

As communicated earlier, many of these parts are unprofitable for the suppliers. In order to 
justify the capital investments and restore profitability, some of these suppliers have been 
increasing prices on new business, and some are even now beginning to reprice existing 
business and open backlog, especially for parts that are not tied to a specific customer contract. 
We expect that the price increases will continue until some balance is achieved between supply 
and demand, which will come in part from some increase in supply, and in part from decrease in 
demand (as customers move to other technologies and case sizes).  
 
Expiring Special Costs  

Recently, many of TTI’s suppliers have stopped supporting our volume-based, negotiated 
special buy costs on commodity parts from the previous years. This is starting to impact existing 
orders and purchase agreements with customers. We will buffer these with inventory acquired in 
the past at then negotiated prices, but please know that this is short term and our price on 
replacement inventory is higher.  
WHAT TTI IS DOING TO PROTECT YOUR PRODUCTION LINES  
Increased Inventory and On-order Levels  

In mid-2016, the TTI Product Team detected the potential for future product shortages in chip 
resistors and ceramic chip capacitors. They began increasing buying volumes on those 
suppliers that would accept the increases, and began actively buying alternate suppliers for 
whom customer interest and demand had been historically low. This drove a noticeable 
inventory build starting early in 2017 with on-hand inventory growing 18% by the end of the 
year, and on-order growing twice that. As the situation evolved and worsened, we began to see 
a growing incident of significant and chronic supplier reschedules that by the end of the year 
had many of these parts on full allocation. While TTI identified the issue early and reacted, the 
suppliers started to cancel many of the orders that were originally accepted before the allocation 
processes were activated. We are constantly reevaluating our on-hand and on-order inventory 
relative to the latest lead times and customer demand signals in order to find the pain points 
before they develop. 
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Placed Constrained Parts on Allocation and Stopped Accepting New Customers  

TTI has processes in place to ensure that our inventory of constrained parts is fairly divided 
amongst our customers based on historical usage, and that incoming inventory is likewise 
allocated fairly. In early 2017, TTI stopped accepting orders from newly arriving customers 
attempting to access existing inventory and/or hedge their future requirements by placing parts 
on order with multiple distributors, including TTI. TTI’s business and reputation is built on 
supporting the customers who have supported us. We are in this for long term growth and 
partnership, not short term gain. AT ACTION YOU CAN PROACIVELY TAKE  
 

Expand the Part Numbers and Suppliers on your Approved Vendor List (AVL)  

Often times there are many different part numbers that will meet your needs, but in the interest 
of time, only one has been selected and added to an AVL. The difference could be related to the 
packaging of the part (e.g. 4K per reel of parts versus 10K), or a tolerance (e.g. a low tolerance 
was spec’d in for cost reasons but a higher tolerance part, which is better, is a drop-in 
replacement). And likewise, the part may be available for multiple manufacturers but, for cost 
and time reasons, only one was approved at the time the bill of material was created. In these 
situations, we have countless examples where we have been able to show a customer options 
and kept supply flowing, though admittedly often at a different price than the original, no longer 
available, part was promised.  
 
Consider Other Technologies  

Tantalum or Polymer are alternatives for MLCC capacitors and should be actively evaluated 
now. There will not be enough MLCC capacitors produced to support market demand over the 
next couple of years. Globally, shortages are expected to be in the hundreds of millions 
(pieces).  
 
PLEASE DO NOT Artificially Inflate your Requirements on TTI  

You may think that doubling the size of your orders will help you get more product. This is not 
the case as we are running our own internal product allocation process, as noted earlier. It adds 
to work load, sets false expectations for all involved, and further spooks a supply chain that has 
suffered large losses as a result of excess inventory on the backside of these cycles. As stated 
above, TTI is receiving allocation based upon the shipments we received in 2016 and/or 2017. 
TTI is then allocating to you and other customers based on your previous purchases from TTI. 
No orders that you placed direct or with other distributors will be considered in TTI’s allocation 

process for obvious reasons, nor are they likely to be supported by the manufacturer. 
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